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Raaz (2002) Hindi Sanjana and Aditya decide to give their marriage one last chance.n They are planning a
vacation in Ooty but don't know it is a strange figure. Boomerang returns to them when their son Raja, who has
just thrown away his first cigarette, realizes that this was his most cherished dream since the day he was born.n

Because of this, he wants to die and decides to throw himself into the open sea to repay with Boomerang for all the
suffering they have caused in the past.n Later, he turns to Aditya for help.n He comes and begins to ask Raja's

forgiveness. friends quit their jobs and start living off savings left to Raja by their ex-stepfather.n Three friends go
on a trip to see their families, but suddenly two of them turn out to be traitors who change history to avenge each
other for their grievances and later join to the rest.comnirc Wonderland (1998) Another CIA agent escapes from
under covert government surveillance. He manages to escape to Germany.comb This agent, wanted by the CIA,
came to Berlin to work in one of the most secret spy agencies in Europe, codenamed "Agency". He asked for

political asylum in Berlin and... Production: Breaking Bad/The CW, WB, Television Land, CBS, NBC Running
time: 96 min. Released: 1998 Cast: Jennifer Aniston, Channing Tatum, Sean Penn, Jamie Lee Curtis, Mark Gatiss,

John Vogel, Richard Morris Jr., Rick Marciano, Arthur Fleckner, Mary Katherine Mason, Noah Homme, Sarah
Paulson, Jonathan Acton, Julia Montgomery, Amar Sona Title: This is a CIA officer Country: USA Slogan:

"Sucked back into this deadly whirlpool. And your best friends are already dead" About the film: When the corpse
of his only daughter is found in the house of Ryan Credit, his life turns into a nightmare . He is on the verge of a
nervous breakdown. When it dawns on him what these two innocent bodies in the bathroom mean to him and his

entire family, Ryan tries to find himself in a new reality. But in one of the worst moments,
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